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ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
sec No.61 of 1989

BETWEEN:
HELLER FINANCIAL SERVICES LTD
Applicant
AND:
ROMAN SOLCZANIUK
Respondent


CORAM:	Kearney, Rice and Martin JJ


ORDER OF COURT


The orders of the Court are:-

	Leave	to	appeal from the judgment of 9 June 1989, is granted.
	The appeal is allowed.
	The judgment of 9 June 1989 is quashed.
	The respondent's application of 23 May 1989 to set aside the summary judgment of 9 June 1989, is remitted for re-hearing, in accordance with the views expressed by the majority in this Court.
	The respondent will the hearing on 8 and application.

 pay the applicant's costs of
9 June	1989,	and	of	this
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BETWEEN:

HELLER FINANCIAL SERVICES LTD

Applicant

AND:

ROMAN SOLCZANIUK

Respondent


CORAM:	Kearney, Rice and Martin JJ



REASONS FOR DECISION
(delivered 23 October 1989)


KEARNEY	J:	This	is	an	application for leave to appeal against a judgment of the Supreme Court of 9 June 1989.


The background
	The institution of proceedings No.61 of 1989



On 5 February 1989 the applicant as plaintiff instituted proceedings by Writ No.61 of 1989 against four, and later seven, defendants. The first defendant was Fyleve


r





Pty Ltd, formerly known as Arafura Finance Corporation Pty Ltd (herein "AFC"); it was sued for an alleged breach of certain factoring agreements and a Deed of Charge over its assets. The present respondent and Kevin McCarthy, directors of AFC, were sued as the "second defendants", inter alia for breach of their alleged guarantee that AFC
would	perform
agreements.
 its
 obligations
 under
 the	factoring


As	alleged	by	the
 
applicant,
 
the	business
relationship between the applicant and AFC which gave rise to the proceedings, may be briefly outlined as follows. AFC was in the business of factoring debts; that is to say, it bought from its clients debts owed to those clients by their respective customers for goods or services provided by the clients.  The applicant also was  a  factor  of  debts. On
15 February 1985 it agreed to buy from AFC debts which AFC bought from its clients. This re-factoring arrangement was constituted in writing by a Trading Agreement and an Agency Agreement. When the applicant bought debts from AFC it made monies available to AFC through a bank account called an "availability account"; AFC could then draw on those monies for its own purposes. As the debts (already purchased by the applicant) were later paid by the various debtors to AFC, that company, as agent for the applicant under their Agency Agreement, was required to remit those monies to the applicant  to whom  they belonged.  It was also part of the

agreement between the applicant and AFC that if a debt purchased by the applicant from AFC remained unpaid by the debtor for a certain period after it was due for payment, AFC had to repurchase that debt from the applicant; debts
which came to fall into this category were called nrecourse debts•.


In an affidavit of 5 February 1989 Mr Gray, the applicant's client services manager, succinctly explained the nature of the various financial problems which the applicant contended had arisen in its factoring agreements with AFC, as follows:-

"8. AFC purchased the book debts of its clients under factoring agreements and on sold those book debts to Heller Financial Services Ltd [HFS] pursuant to the aforesaid Trading Agreement and Agreement for Agency made in 1985 ("the factoring agreements").
10. On a number of occasions over a period of approximately the last 6 months AFC has failed to re-purchase debts after the expiry of the recourse period. As at 31 December 1988 recourse debts which had not been repurchased amounted to $1,026,618.26.

	In December 1988, whilst I was in Darwin, I became aware that further debts purchased by HFS from AFC on an account in the name of N.T. Souvenirs Pty Ltd were either not bona fide or uncollectible in an amount of approximately

$300,000.00.
	Further funds were provided to AFC by HFS in December 1988, part of which comprised commissions against payments of $60,988.43 and

$78,598.35 to HFS by AFC by way of AFC cheques drawn on AFC's account at the ANZ Bank, Darwin. The above cheques were subsequently dishonoured and AFC has failed to respond to demands to make good those payments."

The	applicant	in its action claimed from AFC some
$2,000,000, as monies due to it under their factoring agreements.  As noted  earlier, it also contended that the
performance by AFC of its obligations under that agreement had been guaranteed by other defendants, including the respondent. In its Statement of Claim the applicant made various claims against the respondent and the other second defendant Mr McCarthy: it sued them for breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and on other grounds, as well as upon their alleged guarantee that AFC would perform its obligations under  the  factoring  agreements.   The claim  against the
respondent in respect of his guarantee is set out	in	paras
21-23 of the applicant's Statement of Claim, viz:-


"21. Pursuant to clause 12 of the Trading Agreement the second defendants [of whom the respondent was one] jointly and severally guaranteed to the plaintiff [that is, the applicant] the full and prompt performance by the first defendant [that is, AFC] of all or any of the first defendant's obligations by or under the Trading Agreement and the Agency Agreement.

	By reason of the facts pleaded in paragraphs 9 to 18 above [AFC] has defaulted in its obligations under the Trading Agreement and the Agency Agreement. [In para.9 the applicant alleged that in breach of trust and its contractual obligations, AFC had failed to deliver to the applicant cheques etc. to a value of at least $608,145.80. In paras 12-14 it alleged that in breach of its contractual obligations AFC had failed to re-purchase recourse debts in the amount of

$1,026,355.60.J

	On the 17th February written	notice	to defendants	demanding

 1989 the applicant gave a each		of	the	second that	they each pay the
plaintiff	the	total	sum	of	$2,093,292.34

particulars	of	which contained in paragraphs 9, and	the second defendants pay the same.•
 indebtedness are 13, 16 and 18 above have each failed to





	The application by the applicant for summary judgment



By Summons filed on 30 March 1989 the applicant applied under Rule 22.02(1) of the Supreme Court Rules for summary judgment in proceedings No.61 of 1989 to be entered against the respondent, on whose behalf an Appearance had been filed.

Rule 22.02 provides, as far as is relevant:-


"(1) Where the defendant has filed an appearance, the plaintiff may at any time apply to the Court for judgment against the defendant on the ground that the defendant has no defence to the whole or part of a claim included in the writ or statement of claim, or no defence except as to the amount of a claim.

	Subrule (1) does not defamation, malicious imprisonment or seduction allegation of fraud.

 apply	to	a	claim		for prosecution,	false
or to a claim based on an

	Where the writ or statement of claim includes a claim within subrule (2), the plaintiff may apply for judgment in respect of any other claim and continue the proceeding for the first-mentioned claim."


The application for summary			judgment	came	before the	Court		on 13 April 1989.	The respondent was called; he did not appear.		The application was heard and dealt with in his absence.		The applicant relied on the allegations in its Statement of Claim and on material in several affidavits			to establish		the	liability	of the respondent and to make out its entitlement to summary judgment, in accordance with		the various	requirements of Order 22.	Mr Reeves of counsel for the applicant specifically drew	to		the	Court's	attention that		documents		had	been		returned			from	the respondent's address for service in Darwin so that			the	respondent		"may not have actual notice of this application".



The Trading Agreement of 15 February 1985 was in evidence upon the application for  summary  judgment. Clause 12 of that Agreement provides for:-

••••			the			full			and prompt performance by [AFC] of all or any of		the	obligations		imposed	on	[that company)	by	or			under	or	in	relation		to		this agreement		and			the		Agency		Agreement		appended hereunto	or	by			or		under	or	in relation to any contract for sale of debts by [that company] to the [applicant) made pursuant to this agreement and the Agency Agreement and the prompt payment performance and	discharge by each of the customers of [AFC] of each and every amount payable to [that company)		by such		customers			due		pursuant to any contract with [AFC) and the Guarantors [that is, the second defendants] hereby agree that they will jointly and severally indemnify the [applicant) against any loss or dama e arisin out of the non- erformance mis- erformance b AFC of all or an of the igations  imposed  on that company  y or under  or in relation to this Agreement or the Agency
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under	or in relation to debts	y	AFC	to
or	dama e	sustained	b
as	the	result	of	an	breach of an or warranty on the part of	AFC	in	this
agreement	or	the	Agency Agreement or in any such agreement for sale and		from		any		loss	or	damage sustained by the [applicant] by reason of any fraud or wrongful act of [AFC]			or		its		customers.	This guarantee	and		indemnity			shall	be	a	continiling uarantee and indemnit	and shall not	be		affected impaired or diminished			by	various	matters		then
listed, including:]
	by	any changes in the terms and conditions of this Deed ••.•	(emphasis mine)



Para.6(b) of the affidavit of Mr Gray of 29 March 1989, filed under Rule 22.03 in support of the application for summary judgment, verified the plaintiff's cause of action against the respondent "as pleaded in paragraphs 21,
22 and 23 of the Statement of Claim", set out on .pp.4-5 above. In paras 11 and 12 of that affidavit Mr Gray deposed that the sum then due and owing to the applicant by AFC and the second defendants (as guarantors) was $1,953,705.72, no part of which had been paid. In para.13 of the affidavit he deposed to his belief that the respondent had no defence "particularly to the cause of action pleaded in paras 21, 22 and 23 of the Statement of Claim". I consider that it is clear enough from this affidavit ( s indeed his Honour later held on 9 June) that the applicant, in seeking summary judgment, was relying only upon the claim it made in paras 21-23 of the Statement of Claim, which related to-the alleged guarantee by the respondent.

At this 1'oi'li't-·it is convenient to note	the	nature of	an	application for summary judgment under Order 22.	It
may be
default
 contrasted	with		an		application	for	judgment		in of	appearance	or	pleading	under	Order 21.	The
distinction is of some significance. A summary judgment is not a default judgment. A  judgment in default of appearance or pleading turns upon a procedural default by  the defendant; it requires only proof that the defendant has failed to file an Appearance (or Defence, as the case may be), an affidavit that the Writ has been properly served on the defendant, and in some cases a Statement of Claim; see Rules 21.01 and 21.02. A summary judgment on the other hand does not turn upon some procedural default by the.defendant;
Rule 22,02(1) requires the defendant to have "filed an appearance".   It  is   a       special   guillotine procedure
introduced for the purpose of preventing a defendant from making unjust use of the law's delays. The ground which the plaintiff must establish to secure summary judgment, as stated in Rule 22.02(1) on   p.5, is "that the  defendant  has
no   defence to the ... claim".	Order 22 is intended to apply
only to cases where it is clear there is no real question to be tried, cases where there can be no reasonable doubt that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment. The plaintiff must clear the ground of doubt; he bears the onus. The purpose of Order 22 in' such a case is to prevent a defendant who has no defence from defending an action merely to delay the plaintiff in enforcing his rights. Correlatively, it was

never intended that the summary judgment procedure be available where relevant facts are in dispute between the parties or some difficult question of law has to be decided. Summary judgment cannot be obtained where the defendant has some fairly arguable defence along those lines. In such
cases the defendant is entitled to a trial, to the "normal rights of every defendant to defend the action", as Isaacs J put it in Cloverdell Lumber Co. Pty Ltd v Abbott (1924) 34 CLR 122 at p.129.

The various requirements of Order 22 must be complied with by a plaintiff fairly strictly, but where, as in this case, a defendant who filed an Appearance and has been duly served with notice of the application for summary judgment, fails to attend  on the hearing, the court will give the plaintiff the judgment he seeks if the plaintiff's claim is within the scope of Order 22, properly verified by affidavit and it appears therefrom that the defendant has no arguable defence.

In the light of the matters it put before the Court on 13 April 1989 the applicant obtained summary judgment against the respondent in the sum of $1,946,925.72, with costs.

( C)	Th -aeplication by the respondent to set aside the summary judgment of 13 April


It will be recalled that the respondent had not attended the hearing on 13 April. By Summons of 23 May he applied to the Supreme Court under Rule 22.15 to set aside
the summary judgrnent given against him on	that	day.
	provides:-

 Rule



"The Court may set aside .•• any judgrnent given against a party who does not attend on the hearing of an application under Rule 22.02."




	General principles



It can be seen from Rule 22.15 that whether or not the judgrnent of 13 April should be set aside was a matter on which the Court had a general discretion. The Rules do not set out any considerations to be taken into account by the Court when exercising that discretion. Nevertheless, courts commonly lay down principles or general indications to guide them in  the normal exercise of their discretionary powers. So it is here. In the exercise of its discretion under Rule
22.15 the Court has regard to the factors taken into account on an application under Rule 21.07 to set aside a judgrnent obtained under Rule 21.01 in default of appearance, or under Rule 21.02 in default of defence.

A distinction is drawn between a summary judgment obtained in accordance with the Rules, that is, a judgment regularly obtained and in good faith, and one which is irregularly obtained or obtained in bad faith. The former will not in general be set aside except upon an affidavit of merits by the defendant; that is, upon his showing the Court that he has a fairly arguable defence (see pp.14-15). The latter will be set aside in the interests of justice, irrespective of the merits of the defendant's case. See Chitty v Mason (1926) VLR 419 at p.423, per Dixon A.J. (as he then was).



	The respondent's case - irregularity



The major ground on which the respondent relied	on
8 June was that he had not known of proceedings No.61 of 1989; in particular, that he had not been made aware of the application on 13 April for summary judgment. He had left his address in Raffles Plaza in Darwin on 28 January 1989 and thereafter was travelling in Victoria and South Australia until the end of February.  The Writ  issued  on
5 February.	An appearance had been entered on 7 February in
proceedings No.61 of 1989 on his behalf  by a solicitor  Mr Noonan, who had been instructed to do so by the other second defendant Mr McCarthy. It will be  recalled  that Mr McCarthy and the applicant were the directors of AFC. On

24 February Mr Noonan filed a notice that he had			ceased			to act	for		the	respondent; because of later doubts as to the validity of this notice, Mr Noonan filed a second notice		on 3 March		1989		that he had ceased to act for the respondent. In accordance with Rule 20.03(2) Mr Noonan		stated			in	that notice		as the address of the respondent "last known• to him the address in Darwin, Raffles Plaza, which		the		respondent had		in		fact		vacated		on	28 January.	Rule	20.05(1)(cl provides that the address "last known• by the solicitor		who has	ceased		to		act,	then becomes the party's "address for service".		The applicant thereafter served process			at	that address,		including	notice	of its application for summary judgment.

Mr Costigan QC, for the respondent, submitted that serving documents in this way was farcical since the applicant knew that the respondent was not in fact at that address and did not seek to bring the application to his actual attention. The respondent deposed that he first learned of the summary judgment of 13 April when Mr McCarthy telephoned him and informed him of it on that day.

It is apparent from this account that the major thrust of the respondent's case on 8 June was that the summary judgment of 13 April had been irregularly entered.

A second submission by the respondent, also founding on irregularity, was that since the Statement of Claim contained an alternative allegation of fraud on the part of the respondent, Rule 22.02(2) applied with the result that this was not a case where summary judgment could be obtained under Rule 22.02(1). I noted on p.7 that his Honour rejected this second submission, correctly in my respectful opinion, on the basis that on 13 April the applicant had based its application for summary judgment only in respect of its claim based on the respondent's alleged guarantee, as set out in paras 21-23 of the Statement of Claim (pp.4-5)

His Honour held on 9 June that the summary judgment of 13 April had been regularly entered and the requirements of Order 22 in relation thereto had been met; thus the major ground on which the respondent put his case to have the judgment set aside, was rejected. That vital finding has not been put in issue on this application for leave to appeal, and does not fall to be reconsidered.

The respondent's explanations for his non-appearance on 13 April were accepted by his Honour as satisfactory. At this point it is convenient to consider what is required of a defendant who seeks to have set aside a summary judgment which has been regularly entered.

	How cause is shown



If the respondent had appeared on 13 April, he would at that time have been required to "show cause against the application [for summary judgrnent)" (Rule 22.04(1)). That is, he would have been required to satisfy the Court "that in respect of [the plaintiff's claim under the guarantee as set out on pp.4-5] ••• a question ought to be tried or that there ought for some other reason [to] be a trial of that claim •••• (Rule 22.06(1)(b)). I note that it has not been suggested that the case is one in which "there ought for some other reason [to] be a trial of [the plaintiff's] claim". To show that there is "a question [which) ought to be tried", a defendant is required to put before the court in summary form his defence, and, using such diligence as is reasonable, the evidence on which he proposes to rely to establish that defence. The Court's approach to the application is somewhat stricter than in an application under Rule 21.07 to set aside a default judgrnent, as, ex hypothesi, the plaintiff has been required to verify the facts on which he relied to secure his summary judgrnent.

In the terminology of Lord Blackburn, a defendant must "condescend upon particulars" of his defence. So in his affidavit he is required to meet specifically the plaintiff's claim and the facts alleged in the plaintiff's

supporting affidavits, stating clearly and concisely what his defence is, with particulars; that is, stating the facts he relies on to establish his defence. See Tunnecliffe v Besnard (1938) 55 WN(NSW) 58. As Lord Blackburn said in Wallingford v Mutual Society (1880) 5 App. Cas. 685 at p.704:-


"It is difficult to define it, but you must give such an extent of definite facts pointing to the [defence raised] as to satisfy the Judge that those are facts which make it reasonable that you should be allowed to raise that defence."


If his defence is a point of law, he must clearly state the facts on which he relies and the legal point to which they give rise.

To show that there is "a question [which] ought to be tried" it is sufficient to establish that a triable issue exists. To establish that, he must state facts which show a plausible defence, an arguably good defence; as Megarry V-C said in The Lady Anne Tennant v Associated Newspapers Group Ltd (1979) F.S.R. 298: "You do not get leave to defend by putting forward a case that is all surmise and Micawberism".

The plaintiff may be permitted to reply, under Rule 22.05, by showing by affidavit that the defence relied on is a sham or unfoundep in fact: "frivolous and practically moonshine" as Lord Lindley put it in Codd v Delap (1905) 92

L.T. 510 at p.511. To secure a summary judgment in those circumstances, the plaintiff's reply must make it clear beyond all reasonable doubt that there is no triable issue, by evidence which is conclusive. That is, a defendant who shows a plausible defence must be given leave to defend under Rule 22.06(1)(c), unless the plaintiff then makes it clear that there is in fact no real substantial question to be tried, no dispute as to facts or law sufficient to raise any real doubt that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment, no real case to be investigated either in fact or in law.

The same considerations apply when a defendant seeks to have a summary judgment set aside under Rule 22.15, once (as here) he has given a satisfactory explanation for his non-appearance at the earlier hearing; see Aboyne Pty Ltd v Dixon Homes Pty Ltd (1979) Qd.R. 142 at p.144.

Accordingly, once the summary judgment of 13 April was found to have been regularly entered, it became necessary for the Court to consider whether the respondent in his affidavits of 22 May and 6 June in support of his application to set aside that judgment, had shown that there was "a question [which] ought to be tried", by material of the type indicated on pp.14-15; see Farden v Richter (1889)
23	QBD	124.	I turn to consider the material he adduced on that question, designed to show an arguable defence.

	The respondent's case on an arguable defence



In para.14 of his	affidavit	of	22 May	1989	the respondent deposed as follows:-


"14.	I	believe	that	I	have	a	defence on the merits.

14.1





14.2



14.3
 The [applicant's) claim against me is premised on an allegation that I, together with the other secondnamed Defendant, Kevin John McCarthy jointly and severally guaranteed to the [applicant] the performance of [AFC] under a Trading and Agency Agreement ("the Agreement").
I deny that the relationship was governed by such an agreement and that there has been a breach of the agreement sufficient to make me liable under a guarantee.
Alternatively if the relationship was governed by such an Agreement, then the [applicant) varied that agreement without my specific consent and as a result I am not bound by any guarantee."



In	his	affidavit	of	6  June	1989	the respondent further deposed as follows:-


"l.----I make this
Affidavit
herein.
 
Affidavit	in sworn	22 May
 
addition	to	my 1989	and		filed

2.	I have read the amended defence of the other
=---secondnamed defendant, Kevin John McCarthy, filed herein. If the judgment against me is set aside I intend to file a defence along similar lines to that filed by Mr McCarthy."

These 6 paragraphs constitute the whole of the material put forward by the respondent which relates in any way to whether there is "a question [which] ought to be tried".

Mr McCarthy's amended Defence of 20 April 1989,	to which	the respondent referred in para.2 of his affidavit of
6 June above, provides, as far as concerns the alleged guarantee of the second defendants:-


"4. In further answer to paragraphs 6 and 7 [of the Statement of Claim, which set out the alleged factoring agreement constituted by the Trading Agreement and the Agency Agreement] the second defendant [that is, Mr McCarthy] says that the relationship between the plaintiff [that is, the applicant] and the first defendant [AFC] was never governed by
the	terms	of	the	Trading	and	A_gency Agreements.

PARTICULARS
The Trading and Agency Agreements were entered into for the purpose of enabling the first defendant [AFC] to factor certain debts payable to it within 30 days in respect of credit sales of the first defendant or in respect of the provision of services on credit by the first defendant. In the event, the first defendant did not factor any debts to the plaintiff in respect of the first defendant's said credit sales or in respect of the said first defendant's provision of services on credit.


	In answer to paragraph 21 and 22 of the statement of claim [see p.4] the second defendant admits that he guaranteed the plaintiff the performance of the first defendant under the Trading and Agency Agreements but denies there has been any breach of the said Agreements as alleged or at all and repeats and relies on the facts pleaded in paragraph 4 herein.




	In the alternative in answer to paragraphs 21 and 22 [see p.4] the defendants (sic) says that if the relationship between the first defendant and the plaintiff is governed by the Trading and Agency Agreements the plaintiff varied the said Agreements without the specific consent of the second defendant as guarantor and the second defendant is not bound by the guarantee.

PARTICULARS
	the plaintiff in about 1986 increased the amount of funds provided to the first defendant [AFC] in respect of the debts factored to 75% of the face value of each such debt; and/or
	the plaintiff in about early 1987 reduced the amount of funds provided to the first defendant in respect of the debts factored to 64% of the face value of each such debt; and/or
	operated the said Agreements in accordance with the agreement pleaded in paragraph 5 [an agreement said to be implied from the conduct of the applicant and AFC] herein; and/or
	failed to operate the said Agreements strictly in accordance with their terms.
	The second defendant admits paragraph 23 of the statement of claim [see p.4]."



At	this	point	I	note that on 9 June Mr Costigan conceded:-

"It's clear .•. that [there is] no doubt that the Defence that Mr McCarthy has put in would need to be tidied up and hardened up on an appropriate request for further particulars." (transcript, p.117)

Again, at transcript	p.283,	Mr Costigan	stated	that	the matters raised by Mr McCarthy in his Defence:-


	••. would need to be set out in far more specific terms in a Defence [by the respondent] which would need to be delivered if judgment was set aside ••.•



I agree with this assessment; see Rule 13.02.




As noted on p.15, the question which the Court had to consider on 9 June was whether the respondent had shown that he had an arguable or plausible defence and therefore that there was "a question [which] ought to be tried". As Lord Wright said in Evans v Bartlam (1937) AC 473 at p.489:-



	.••	if	merits are shown the Court will not facie desire to let a judgment pass on which has been no proper adjudication."

 prima there



Evans v Bartlam (supra) involved a judgrnent signed in default of appearance, the type of judgrnent provided for in Order 21; but the same approach is taken on an application under Rule 22.15, in view of the purpose of Order 22 (pp.8-9).

	The Court's approach



His Honour approached the question whether the respondent had shown an arguable defence on the basis  of what is laid down in Kostokanellis v Allen (1974) VR 596 at pp.602-605. I respectfully agree with that  approach.  In that case the defendant failed to appear in the County Court of Victoria on the plaintiffs' summons that he show  cause why they should not be at liberty to enter final judgment. They obtained in his absence what amounted to a summary judgrnent. The defendant later sought to have that judgment set aside, as has the applicant here. The Full Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria held that in the exercise of the general discretion to set aside the judgrnent regard must primarily be had to the merits evidenced by the defendant's affidavit.

In reasons for decision of 9  June,  dealing  with the submission of Mr Hiley Q.C. for the plaintiff (here the applicant) that the respondent had not shown a defence  on the merits, his Honour observed:-


"	it
evidence, have been
 
is the function of the trial judge, after to determine whether or not the defences made out.

It is extremely difficult to persuade a court that there is no arguable defence in the matters raised in the defence filed. There are a number of criticisms of the defence and some of those criticisms may ultimately be valid, but they do not, at this point, show unequivocally that the

defence is so vague, uncertain or baseless in law, as to be no defence at all. There may also be some defects in the way in which the defence is pleaded, which may need to be cured by amendments, or by further and better particulars, but that does not mean that the defence is not there.

It seems to me that the defence, while either denying the agreement pleaded by the Statement of Claim,or admitting the agreement but relying upon some further agreement which either varied the original agreement or, in effect, cancelled the original agreement and set up a new agreement, is raising matters which can only be determined by evidence. Until that is determined it is impossible for this court to rule that the defence has no merit."  (transcript,  pp.135-6)  (emphasis mine)


I observe that a Defence may be valid as a pleading, though requiring further particularization; but that is a quite separate question to what is required of a defendant showing cause (see pp.14 and 15), in his affidavit of merits - he must descend upon particulars.

It is clear that in referring here to a "defence" his Honour had in mind the Defence filed by Mr McCarthy. At transcript
p.134 his Honour had earlier noted that "The	applicant
has relied upon the defence already filed on behalf of the defendant Mr McCarthy"; and continued-

"Mr Hiley has taken me through that defence and submitted that there is nothing there which could properly be shown to be a defence and that in effect, there is no defence on the merits.•

His Honour then cited the observations of the Full Court in Kostokanellis v Allen (supra) at p.605, on the factors relevant to the proper exercise of the Court's discretion, including the aspect of prejudice. As to the submission by Mr Hiley that the applicant would suffer prejudice if the judgment of 13 April were set aside, his Honour observed (at transcript p.138):-

"To that one can only agree that there is obviously a prejudice suffered by the plaintiff. But if there appears to be a defence on the merits - and I must rule that on the present material there is an arguable defence whether or not it ultimately succeeds is of course another matter then the prejudice suffered by the applicant must far outweigh the prejudice suffered by the plaintiff if the judgrnent is allowed to stand.



In	the judgrnent
 
event,	therefore, entered against the
 
I	will	set aside the applicant on 13	April
1989 ••."	(emphasis mine)


From that judgrnent of 9 June to set aside the summary judgrnent of 13 April the applicant now seeks leave to appeal.




The application for leave to appeal


The respondent had been informed of the date on which this application for leave to appeal was to be made; notice had been properly given. It included notice that the

applicant would seek to have the application heard concurrently with the appeal. The respondent did not appear to contest the application. The application was argued in his absence. He had not cross-appealed against his Honour's finding that there was no irregularity in the obtaining of the summary judgment on 13 April 1989. Accordingly, the argument before this Court was directed to the question whether a prima facie defence on the merits had been shown by the respondent on 8 and 9 June.



	Is leave to appeal required?



Although the applicant in terms sought leave to appeal, Mr Hiley first submitted that the grant of leave was in fact unnecessary, on the basis that the judgment of
9 June setting aside the summary judgrnent was not an interlocutory judgment, and so the plaintiff could appeal as of right.

Section	51	of	the Supreme Court Act provides for
the general right of	appeal	to	this	Court. provides:-
 Section	53

"A party to a proceeding may not appeal under section 51(1) from an interlocutory judgment except by leave of the Court of Appeal constituted by not less than 3 Judges."



"The question whether a judgment is final or interlocutory for the purpose of the rules relating to appeals is one productive of much  difficulty. The test now applied in this Court for determining whether a judgment is final or not is whether the judgment or order appealed from, as made, finally determines the rights of the parties:  Licul v Corney (1976) 50 ALJR 439, at p.444. An order refusing to set aside a default judgment does  not as a matter of law finally dispose of the rights of the parties, for it is open to the disappointed defendant to apply again to have the judgment set aside: Hall v Nominal Defendant (1966) 117 CLR 423 at p.440.•••.

In my opinion the test in Licul v Corney requires the Court to have regard to the legal rather than the practical effect of the judgment."


At p.254 Mason J (as he then was) having	observed	that	in Port of Melbourne Authority v Anshun Pty Ltd	(1980) 147 CLR
35 it was held that	an	order	staying	an	action	finally disposed of the case, said:-


"The issue appellant's action.•
 
then	is	whether application		finally
 
the	refusal of the disposed	of	the



In	Hall v Nominal Defendant	(1966)	117	CLR	423 Taylor J   (with whom Owen J	agreed) said at p.430:-

	an order made in the course of an	action which		does	not conclude the rights of the parties inter se, although it may, of course, conclude	the fate		of	the particular application in which it is made, is interlocutory only."



See also Windeyer J at pp.442-443, to the same effect.

Applying the test laid down by the High Court, I consider that the judgment of 9 June does not finally determine the rights of the parties; its legal effect  is that  the  action  instituted  by  proceedings No.61 of 1989
remains on foot and may proceed	to	judgment.	I	consider
therefore that the judgment of 9 June is properly classified as an interlocutory judgment for the purpose of deciding whether an appeal lies against it as of right or only by leave to this Court; it follows that by virtue  of s.53 of
the	Supreme Court Act	leave	to	appeal	to	this Court is required.



	Should leave to appeal be granted?
	The general principles



The discretion of this Court to grant leave to appeal is unfettered, though in general an applicant for leave will be required to show that the interests of justice make it desirable to grant leave; Nationwide News Pty Ltd v Bradshaw (1986) 41 NTR 1 at pp.5-8, per O'Leary CJ. See also Davies v Pagett (1986) 70 ALR 793 at pp.797-8. I consider that a successful applicant for leave must first show that the correctness of the decision in question is attended with sufficient doubt to warrant it being reconsidered on appeal; and second, that if the decision is wrong, substantial injustice would result if it were left to

stand.	See Niemann v Electronic Industries Ltd (1978) V.R.
431 at p.441, per Murphy J.


Before this Court the application for leave to appeal was heard together with argument on the appeal, for convenience.



	The submissions



Mr Hiley submitted that the respondent's case that he had a defence on the merits rested on the following four matters placed before his Honour on 8 June, by affidavit; (see p.17). The respondent -

	stated	that	he	believed that he had a defence on the merits (para.14, p.17);


	denied that the Trading and Agency Agreement relied on by the applicant governed the applicant's legal relationship with AFC, and hence his own relationship with the applicant (para.14.2, p.17);


	asserted	that	if	that	agreement	governed his legal relationship with the applicant -


	there had not been a breach of the agreement by AFC such as to make him liable under his guarantee (also at para.14.2, p.17); or


	the agreement had been varied by the applicant without his specific consent, with the result that

he	was	not	bound	by	the guarantee (para.14.3, p.17);


and


	stated that he intended "to file a defence along similar lines to that filed by" Mr McCarthy (para.2, p.17).


Mr Hiley submitted that these matters as stated did not establish in the way required of the respondent (as discussed at pp.14-15) that he had a prima facie defence on the merits to the applicant's claim against him under the guarantee.

Mr Hiley's submissions were as follows:-


	His Honour's finding that these statements, denials and assertions by the respondent amounted to showing that he had a prima facie defence was erroneous, being at odds with the law stated









elsewhere in Australia which required a defendant to show cause by stating facts sufficient to establish that he had an arguable defence and had the effect of rendering virtually nugatory the obtaining of summary judgment in the Northern Territory. Accordingly, it involved a matter of sufficient importance to warrant the grant of leave to appeal. I indicate here that whether leave to appeal is granted is determined on the basis set out on p.27.

		To show that there was "a question [which) ought to be tried" the respondent was obliged to answer, as far as he could, all of the allegations made against him by the applicant in relation to the guarantee. And so, for example, he was required to deal with the allegations in paras 9 and 12-14 of the Statement of Claim (see p.4), and in paras 14 and 15 of Mr Gray's affidavit of 5 February 1989 (see p.3), which set out the primary claims brought by the applicant against AFC and alleged to be the subject of the respondent's guarantee. He should have dealt with the certificate annexed to the affidavit of Mr Gray of 29 March 1989 that

$1,026,355.76 represented the balance of the debts owing to AFC which it had sold to the applicant. These and the other  factual  allegations  of the








applicant, which together constituted the applicant's case against him, should have been disputed by the respondent, for reasons which he should have stated, with particulars, in order to show that "there is reasonable ground for saying [that he has a good defence)", in the words of Lord Blackburn in Wallingford v Mutual Society (supra) at p.704.

(cl Para.14.2 of the respondent's affidavit  of 22 May (see p.17) was a very bland and general denial of the applicant's detailed claim, and completely inadequate in the absence of a statement of the facts he relied on to support the denial.

	As to	para.2	of	the	respondent's	affidavit	of

6 June 1989 (see p.17), it was quite insufficient for the respondent merely to depose that:-

	I intend to file a defence along	similar lines to that filed by Mr McCarthy.•



If he wished to incorporate by reference Mr McCarthy's Defence in his affidavit, he had to do so by far more specific language than the words "along similar lines"; he should have verified and  adopted  the facts set out by  Mr McCarthy (see "Particulars" on pp.18 and 19). Even if
'





the respondent had properly incorporated Mr McCarthy's Defence, that defence as pleaded did not sufficiently "condescend upon particulars" to the extent required of a defendant who has to show cause why summary judgment should not be given against him.



	Conclusions



I consider that Mr Riley's submissions (b), (c) and
(d) on pp.30-32 must be upheld. The respondent has not sufficiently "condescended upon particulars" in paras 14.2 and 14.3 of his affidavit of 22 May 1989 (p.17), as required of a defendant showing cause; see pp.14-15. That is to say, he has not particularized his proposed defence sufficiently to show, in the light of the applicant's case, that there is "a question [which] ought to be tried".  Where a plaintiff, as here, "descends to particulars by material obviously calling for some answer, a defendant needs more than a bald allegation": General Credit Finance Pty Ltd v Grimm (1978) Qd.R. 449 at p.459, per Andrews J (as he then was).

Para.2 of his affidavit of 6 June appears to be an attempt to remedy that deficiency. It was quite inadequate for the respondent to depose on 6 June (p.17) that his proposed Defence would be "along similar lines" to that  of Mr McCarthy. That language fails effectively to incorporate

into his affidavit	the
Mr  McCarthy	(pp.18,
 allegations 19).	Far
 of	fact	set	out		by more		precision	and
particularization
Accordingly,	his
 is	required,	to Honour's	consideration
 incorporate	it. of Mr McCarthy's
Defence (pp.21, 22), which constituted	the	foundation	for
his conclusion (pp.22, 23) that the respondent had shown an arguable defence, proceeded on the erroneous view that that Defence had been incorporated by the respondent. This is not a case where the determination of the triability of an issue turns on an assessment of matters of evidence and
fact, a situation where
disturb a Judge's view;
into account.
 a	Court	of	Appeal	would	rarely it involves matters wrongfully taken



Taking this view, it is unnecessary for me to consider the substantive question whether the matters relied on by the respondent in para.14.3 of his affidavit of 22 May and by Mr McCarthy in para.14 of his Defence (see p.19) constitute an arguable defence in the light of the express provisions of Clause 12(c) of the Trading Agreement (p.7).

A defendant is required to be far more specific and to condescend upon particulars to a much greater degree than the respondent did here; see, for example, the type of
particulars	required	in Finance (Aust.) Pty Ltd involving a guarantee.
 Moscow Narodny Bank Ltd v Mosbert (1976)	WAR	109,	a	case	also










It follows from the conclusion that the respondent had not shown an arguable defence, that the judgment of
9 June is attended with sufficient doubt to warrant it being reconsidered on appeal. As to the second requirement for leave, I consider that substantial injustice would result if the judgrnent of 9 June, setting aside a judgrnent regularly obtained, were left to stand, on the material presently in evidence; to do so would render nugatory the provisions of Order 22 relating to summary judgments. Accordingly,  leave to appeal should be granted. I turn to the question of the appeal.

As noted on p.10, the judgrnent of 9 June was a discretionary judgment,  though I note the doubts expressed by the Court of Appeal on this point in European Asian Bank A.G. v Punjab and Sind Bank [1983] 2  All ER 508 at p.515. The principles upon which the exercise of that discretion will be reviewed by this Court are as set out in Davies v Pagett (supra) at p.798.

Applying those principles, I consider with respect that the discretionary judgment of 9 June proceeded upon a wrong approach in reaching the conclusion that  the respondent had shown by his affidavits (p.17) that he had an arguable defence. The error lay in treating Mr McCarthy's Defence as having been incorporated into the respondent's affidavit of merits, by para.2 of his affidavit of 6 June

(p.17); and in treating (p.22) the lack of particularity in that Defence as of no moment on the issue of whether the respondent had shown cause. What was advanced by the respondent in those affidavits wholly lacked the specificity and particularization of defence, required of a defendant showing cause; they left the answer to the question, whether there was a question to be tried, in the realm of speculation. Since the exercise of the discretion on 9 June miscarried in these ways, the appeal should be allowed, and
the exercise of the discretion reviewed; this Court may exercise its own discretion in dealing with the application of 23 May, if it has the materials to do so. I turn to consider the exercise of that discretion, on the basis that the respondent has failed thus far to show merits.

The relief sought by the applicant is that the appeal be allowed, the judgment of 9 June (setting aside the judgment of 13 April) be set aside, and the respondent's application of 23 May which led to that judgment  be dismissed.  The summary  judgment  of  13 April  would  then
stand against the respondent. The proper exercise of the discretionary power to set aside  the  summary  judgment  of
13 April involves weighing the extent to which the respondent is prejudiced by allowing that judgment to stand, against the prejudice to the applicant in setting it aside: Kostokanellis v Allen (supra), at p.605. As matters stand, the  balance  favours  the applicant; the respondent has not







shown casue against a judgment regularly obtained.  But should the respondent be afforded a further opportunity to show that there is a triable issue? It must be borne in
mind that the power to order summary judgment should never be exercised unless it is clear that there is no real question to be tried; see Clarke v Union Bank of Australia Ltd (1917) 23 CLR S. In that connection I note by way of illustration that in Cloverdell Lumber Co. Pty Ltd v Abbott (supra) the majority of the High Court (Knox CJ and Gavan Duffy J) considered that the order by Cussen ACJ giving leave to sign final judgment was correct, on the basis that the appellants' affidavit had not disclosed facts sufficient to entitle them to defend, yet proceeded to give the unsuccessful appellants the opportunity they sought to have leave to defend, on terms. In the circumstances of this case, in my opinion it is appropriate that the respondent be afforded a further opportunity to support his application of
23 May by an affidavit which properly condescends upon particulars, with an appropriate sanction in costs for his failure hitherto to do so. The applicant should have leave to rely on an affidavit in reply.

Accordingly I would grant leave	to	appeal,	allow the	appeal	against	the	judgment of 9 June and quash that
judgment.
23 May	to
 I would remit	the	respondent's	application	of the Court for re-hearing, in accordance with the
views expressed herein.



Mr Hiley submitted that the costs of the hearing of
8 and 9 June should in any event have been awarded against the respondent, as costs thrown away by the applicant. That is the usual rule, in the case of a defendant who shows cause; see Proudfoot v O'Brien (1896) 13 WN(NSW) 64. However, the award of costs is very much a matter of discretion. His Honour directed that the costs be costs in the cause. In the light of my opinion on this application I consider that the applicant should have the costs of the hearing of 8 and 9 June and of this application; and to that extent the order of 9 June in relation to costs should be varied.





RICE J: On 13 April 1989 the learned Chief Justice made an order pursuant to Supreme Court Rules Order 22.02 for summary judgment against the defendant (the present respondent) in the sum of $1,946,925-72 and costs to be taxed following an application by the plaintiff (the present applicant). The respondent did not attend the hearing because he had no knowledge of the proceedings, which was apparently due to the failure or inability of his former solicitors to inform him of them.

On	23	May 1989 the respondent applied pursuant to Order	22.15		to		set	aside	that	summary	judgment;	and

following	a hearing at which both parties were represented,
the learned Chief	Justice	on	9	June	1989,	granted	his application.


This, then, is an application for leave to appeal, and if leave is granted, to appeal against his Honour's order.


The first question which arises is whether the order setting aside the summary judgment is an interlocutory or final order. If the former, leave to appeal is required pursuant to s. 53 of the Supreme Court Act; if the latter, no such leave is required. In my opinion, it is abundantly clear that, by its very nature, the order is an interlocutory one, since its effect is to re-open litigation between the parties and thereby avoid the consequences of finality associated with the summary judgment which was obtained on 13 April 1989.
(cf. Licul v Corney (1976) 50 ALJR 439, at p.444; Hall v Nominal Defendant (1966) 117 CLR 423, at p.440; Carr v Finance Corporation of Australia Ltd. (No. 1) (1981) 147 CLR
246 at p.248; and Davies v Pagett (1986) 70 ALR 793.


As	Gibbs	C.J.	observed in Carr's case (supra) at
p.248:-



"The	question	whether	a	judgment	is	final	or interlocutory for the purpose of the rules relating








to appeals is one productive of much difficulty. The test now applied in this Court for determining whether a judgment is final or not is whether the judgment or order appealed from, as made, finally determines the rights of the parties: Licul v Corney (1976) 50 ALJR 439, at p.444. An order refusing to set aside a default judgment does not as a matter of law finally dispose of the rights of the parties, for it is open to the disappointed defendant to apply again to have the judgment set aside: Hall v Nominal Defendant (1966) 117 CLR 423, at p.440. In practice, in some cases a  second application of that kind might be successful, for example, when the first application had been dismissed on a technicality. In other cases, however, the second application would be doomed to failure because the issues of substance which it raised would have been decided adversely to the defendant in the first application. The appellants here submit that their right to make a further application is purely theoretical, since any such application must necessarily fail, and urge that in these circumstances the judgment should be regarded as a final one.

In my opinion the test in Licul v Corney requires the Court to have regard to the legal rather than the practical effect of the judgment. If this were not so, the question whether a judgment is final or interlocutory would be even more uncertain than it is at present. In some cases it would be necessary for the Court, for the purpose of determining the practical effect of an order refusing to set aside a default judgment, to embark on a detailed inquiry as to the facts of the matter and the course of the proceedings already taken - an inquiry quite inappropriate when the only issue is whether a right of appeal exists. As will be seen, it would be necessary to make an inquiry of that kind in the present case if the practical test were to be adopted."


In the present case, the reverse situation has emerged, viz., summary judgment has been set aside by the same judge who heard the original application. The lega effect of his Honour's order setting aside his earlier order for summary judgment is, therefore, not one which finally









determines the rights of the parties but rathet the very opposite and accordingly, in my opinion, is an interlocutory order.


A	decision		which binds this Court on the question of	whether		or		not	to		grant		leave	to	appeal		from	an interlocutory		decision	is	that	of our Court of Appeal in Nationwide News Pty Ltd (trading as Centralian Advocate and Others) v Bradshaw and Another	(1986)	41 NTR 1.		Although in that case separate decisions were handed down by			O'Leary C.J.,	Nader J. and Asche J. (as he then was), I would, with respect, venture to say that the predominant view	in	their Honours' reasons for judgment may be expressed as follows:-


	The discretion vested in the Court of Appeal under s.53 of the Supreme Court Act to grant or refuse leave to appeal from an interlocutory judgment is a broad one; it is left unfettered by the legislature.


	The prima facie presumption is against appeals from interlocutory judgments, and in favour of the correctness of the decision in question, that is, that there has been a proper exercise of his discretion by the primary judge.


	The onus lies on the party who applies for leave to satisfy the Court of Appeal that the decision of the primary judge was attended with sufficient doubt,and that substantial injustice (as distinct from some mere technical or trivial injustice) will be done by leaving the erroneous decision unreversed.



For	the	reasons	given by Kearney J., I am of the opinion that the decision of the learned Chief	Justice	was
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attended with sufficient doubt because it is apparent that the respondent failed to establish a prima facie defence on the merits, which it was incumbent upon him to do. Nevertheless, I am not satisfied that substantial injustice will be done by leaving that decision unreversed. Rather, I consider that if this Court were to interfere in the primary judge's decision by restoring the summary judgment, the respondent would be forever locked out of an opportunity of defending the substantial claim against him despite the present indications that his defence may prove to be unmeritorious at trial and that he may have taken steps to dispose of assets in the event of his bankruptcy.

I should perhaps mention that, in my opinion, in an
application	for	leave decision, the Court of finally	to	determine
 to appeal against an interlocutory Appeal ought not to be required  the issues in question, for to do so
would lead inevitably merits,	which	would
 to	a	critical	examination	of	the defeat		the	object	of s.53 which is
designed to reduce appeals from interlocutory orders as much as possible. (Compare the reasoning of Murphy J. as a member of the Full Court of Victoria in Niemann v Electronic Industries (1978) VR 431 at pp.441-2.)

In my opinion, leave to appeal should be refused.








MARTIN J:	I have had the benefit of reading the opinion of Kearney J. I concur in the orders proposed by his Honour, for the reasons he has stated.
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